
class: 12 

COMMON HALF YDARLY EXAMINATION - 2023 - 24 
ime Alowed : ,00 Hours 

Choose the correct answer. 

a) 3C 

l. CalCulate the resultant capacitances the folowino combinatons of Capactors 

a) ght Line 

a) 76x 104 Hz 

2. In Joule's heating law, WhetR and T arê Constant if the H is taken along the Y -axis and ' along the 

xaxis, the graph is 

a) 12 

b) Cp 

b) Parabola 
3. Sse a Cyclotron is onerated to accelerate Protons with a magnetic fieid of Strength 05 T Calcula 

the Trequency in which, the Electric Field between twa dees could be reversed 
b) 76 Hertz 

a) 2fand C 

b) 083 

D. Namne of the Universal Gatesae 

PHYSICs 

4. AStep- down transtormer reduces the supply yoltage from 220V to 11V and increase the current from 
to 100 A Then its efficency a 

a) 697 F 

b) Gamma rays 

(a) Infintive 

b) NOT & NOR 

PART-4 

VWhich of the foliowing electrornagnetic radiations is used for viewing objects through fag 
a) Microwave 

b) Radium-226 

a) NAND & NOT c) NOR& OR 

An Artifical Radig - active Isotope used in Smoke detactoL 
a) Cobalt -60 

b) C and a 

c) 

(a) Concave Lens (b) Convex Lens 

C) Crcie 

b) 1.2 F 

c) 76 x 10 Hz d) 76 x 10 Hz 

C) 0.12 

(b) Minimum 

C) A- rays 

An object is placed infront of a Convex mirror 6f focal length of f and the maximum and minimum d1 
of an obect from the mirror such that the image tormed is real and magnified 

. The Lens which is used to correct the Near sightedness problem. 
c) fando 

(c) Bifocal Lens 

d) Elipse 

g Amencium 241 d) Plutoniurn -238 

2. The Eectrostatic Potential at infinity Is (r = ) 

c) 104 

0. If the mean wavelength of Light from SUN is taken as 550nm and its mean power as3 8 x 1024 
the number of photons emitted per Second from the sun is of the order of 

a) 104 b) 104 

1. The nuclear Radius of 2tsPo,, Is 
c) 72 F 

(c) Zero 

d) 0.9 

(b) 0.67 x 10* ms (c) 5 x 10 ms 

4, The barrier potential of p-n junction depends on 
a) Type of Semi conductor material 
c) Temperature 

The particie which gives mass to protons and 
a) Higgs particle b) Einstein particie 

IMas. Marks: 
15x1t5 

d infrared 

) NAND & NOR 

neutrons are 

d) None of the alove 

(d) Progressive lens 

3. The speed of the Electromagnetic wave is a medium, if the amplitude of Electric and Magneti 
3x10+ NC and 2 x 104T respectively 
(a) 1.5x 10' ms 

d) All the above 

d) 10** 

c) Nano particie 

d) 8.4 F 

(b) Amount of doping 

(d) Maimum 

(d) 1 x 10 ms 

d) Bulk particle 
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ADEWer Any st 

16 Durtng Lightning accompained t 
ground or under a tree Why? 

Six of The Following (Answer Question No.24 Compulsory) 

Detne Temperature Co- etficent of Resstance? 

250 mn What is the speed of electron? 

pained by a Thunderstorm tis aways safer to s inside a bus than i cpen 

An electron moving perpendicular to a untorm tagnetc fielg 0 500 T undergoes Crcular motion of radus 

State Fleming's Right Hand Rule 

0 Wite down any four properies of Electromagnetc Waves? 
21 What are the twO cOndtions for total nternal Reflecton to take place? 

22 Listout the appilcatons of Mobie Communication? 

23 Define Work Function of a metal 

PART-B 

24 The wavelength of Lightis 450 nm How much phase wil difer for a path of 3mm? 

25 What are the applicatons of Capacitors? 

I. Answer Any Six of The Following. (Answer Question No.33 Compulsory 

A A8 AB 
26 Draw the electrcal network for the given Boolean Eguaton and Prove the same with Truth Table 

27 Distinguish Sott and Hard Ferromagnetic materals? 

37 

28 Derive an Equation for energy and energy density stored in an Inductor 

30 Sate and Explan Brewster's law 

29 List out the Characteristcs of the image formed by a Plane Mror 

31 List out the laws of Photoelectnc Efect 

PART-C 

32 Discuss the spectral sernes of Hydrogen Alom 

Answer ALL QUestions. 

33 The resstance of a wite is 2002 What wl be new resistance it itis stretched unitormly & times ts 

original length? 

34 a Obtain the expression for Electic Field due to an infntely long charged wire 

PART-D 

mode! 

(OR) 

b State and P Prove De-Morgan's First and Second Thecrem with (Logic circuit dagram and Truth tabie 

5 a) Describe the Mcroscopic modei of curent and obtain general form of Ohms law 

(OR) 

b) Obtain the equation for radus of liluminatan (or) Snel's wndow 

a Dee the expression for the force gn a Current carryng conductor in a Magnetc Fela 
(ORI 

b) Discuss the ditfracton at a Singie sit and Obt the condtion for nminimum 

Explan the Constructgn and Working of aTransformer 

5x2 =12 

(ORJ 

6x3=18 

38 a) What is Absorpton Spectrum? Explan the types ofabsorption spectrum 

b) Derve the expression for the radus and velocty of an electron of Hydrogen ato usng BohrAtom 

(OR) 

Sx5 -25 

bi Describe brefty Davisson-GermerEspermerd which dernonstrated the wave nature of Eectrons 

12 Phy 2 
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